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FROM OBJECT

A NOTE FROM ME TO YOU ABOUT WHAT I WILL BE HIDING

In a moment I will introduce myself to you as a storyteller and a constant traveller; both 
descriptions are accurate and so is the description of an ‘object maker’. In combination with 
stories, objects are created and either the story or the object is presented, and so you will have to 
settle for only one element in the upcoming writings. Singular edition photographs, books or even 
engraved instruments will be hidden from you during the tales.

Documentation; this could be the simplest way of describing my method, things are simply 
witnessed and written down, or traces are caught on camera. Objects as documentation and then 
the reverse; stories within stories and photographs within photographs. There is an aim to make 
all information obtained into a riddle.

It is experiences which trigger these tales: people I meet, or texts which magically match with real 
life events and synchronize. I use the word ‘magically’ since my own plans always turn out to be 
disappointing. I attempt to plan, but often something else takes over; leaving chance to create the 
work.

Most objects involved are rather small and simple; there exists a distance between these objects 
and you. They are about their own details; about the small engravings one might pass; about the 
wood used for the framing and about the printing process which makes a blue bright. They are 
about time; they require time. Time to reveal the amount of information they keep captured within 
themselves. They are about places; they require space to breath in and out.

The photographic is present in these tales and it is also the photographic which makes me hide 
these objects from you now; to reveal or hide a bigger context. It is the photographic which sinks 
into my way of thinking. I use text and stories and the imaginative and the real as a photographer, 
despite not being one. However, I do document the objects previously mentioned and their 
context and find new life in these images. This is where the work continues, it is a non-stop 
‘connecting-the-dots’ way of working.

I do not care for fiction; although I do not care for the fantastic either. Truth is there is a 
boringness to this process, as things are sometimes repetitive and executed in the here. An 
inability to access ‘the there’, at first sight, could perhaps be said. But let’s admit there is no fun in 
telling tales which will actually happen. 

You will travel through stories in where various sorts of information are combined and narrations 
out-of-nowhere are created. Connections between gossip and truth and present and past and 
earth and earth are intertwined into a sort of imaginary world in where nature is centralized.          
A riddle and at the same time an insight into an artistic process. The travel never ends. 



TOWARDS ISLAND



EXTRACT INTERACT

“Are speculations science?” This question was never asked by me, yet I overheard the answer 
provided by one of the conservators of the Museu de Arqueologia e Etnologia da UFBA, Salvador 
(Brazil). Yes.

Treasures of the earth, a name given by a Belgian newspaper to a collection of minerals and 
rocks, which could be obtained trough a subscription to this same newspaper. Weekly a new 
shiny object would be delivered; together with information about that object in particular. An 
archival box was included as well, with a listing of countries where the rocks originated from.

‘Amazonite’ for example, or amazon stone, came in a small box; the stone was flat, green of color 
and almost formed a perfect square. Brazil it said on the box. When reading in the catalogue you 
could learn about the confusion surrounding its color, and some more confusion whether this item 
even occurs around the Amazon. What is in a name, right? It is as the name of the country itself. 
Brazil is named after a tree, you know, a tree which is now endangered. Brazil wood became the 
name of a country and perhaps one day that is all there is left, just the name. What is in a name, 
right?

My apologies, for quoting Shakespeare, but with all this talk about Brazil and the Amazon it was 
hard not to loose track and find my mind lingering over this rather notorious forest. Oswald De 
Andrade, a man also landing in the forest. To Tupi or not to Tupi, he asked. He also referenced 
Shakespeare. The Tupi, a tribe which has its home in the Amazon and which is known for its 
cannibalism. Oswald De Andrade references to this cannibalism in his Manifesto Antropofagia. 
Cannibalism as a way to deal with intrusion, he proposes. Cultural intrusion that is. To eat the 
intruding cultures and create one’s own. Let us raise the glass and be eaten together. With 
pleasure, it brings me to a place such as Brazil.

But how to deal with extraction? I do not celebrate extraction. I do however have a fascination for 
the travel stories of these misplaced or displaced objects. Traces; utilized as proof. Do I take one 
of the rocks and put it in my pocket? Extracted elements from their own environments; just as 
travel stories themselves.

Treasures of the earth. Also the name of a current exhibition in the Museum of Natural History in 
Stockholm, our current location. In one sense, this location is irrelevant; due to our constant 
process of switching locations here; in another sense, the language of this place can be 
referenced, just as language often becomes of importance. We can simply take a glance at the 
translation of our title, and find an added value. Language is the ultimate traveller. However, here 
it is the ‘look’ which provides the new looking point.. ‘Fran Object till ö’; or am I the only one who 
sees an object in the formation of the ‘ö’.

Every island is an object. These objects can be spread out or clustered and never archived; 
besides their names. Not only an island is an object; an object is an island as well. It is clearly 
separated from its outside, yet more connected than seems. When archived, objects still keep on 
being islands; at least in my dreams. It is their particularities which speak to me, not the ‘archival’ 
in general. The separate stories and routes travelled to end up in a forgotten closet.

Besides Islands, I’d like to think of these collected objects as photographs; just as i like to think of 
photographs as objects in the reversed sense. They are extracted from an environment; they are 
conserved with chemicals and fixed. You believe what you see; yet speculations are present. 

I must make a confession however, concerning my particular point of view; during a certain period 
I walked the hallways of a certain archive regulary. The herbarium of the Royal Botanic Gardens 
in Brussels that was. Here my fingertips obtained a red color, due to the amount of poison used to 
conserve the dried species.

Mercury. The planet. A place the little prince didn’t go and neither did I. The Sahara. A place the 
little prince went and so did I. Mercury. Not the planet. A poison used to conserve old plants. It is 
the only metallic element which is liquid under the circumstances of something we call room 
temperature.

The Moon. It was our intention to go to the Moon and this was the most budget friendly 
alternative. It was right there in the desert. Right there in the desert we could go to the Moon. 
Nature, that was what we were after. The location of the boarders in-between this previously-
mentioned nature was encountered, are for you to guess and for me to reveal. 

Let me first ask you this: If one wants to search nature (and in this case our moon-like crater) 
within the borders of a country, of which one cannot escape its connotation, does than these 
nature photographs carry the same loaded baggage as the location itself? Sincerely, I hope this is 
a false statement. Or are boarders really that powerful?

Dead alley and anonymous sea. This is the title of the photograph, a single photograph which I 
consider to be the aftermath as well as the summary of one of my travels. It was warm and the 
walk took us forever and there was a beetle on the ground and in the very end we found our 
moon-like crater. 

One travels, one seeks nature, one takes photographs of this nature and once homewards this is 
archived. Yet how come some pieces of this archive seem to be more loaded then others? Let us 
look at this Insect, this beetle for example.This beetle does not betray the origin of this 
photograph, neither does the rocky/sandy location he is located in. This is a species which 
naturally exists throughout the entire world, with the exception of Antarctica. Of course we can 
imagine this is a small excerpt of a sandy, perhaps even desert like environment, but it could also 
be just the framing of a sandy piece of land in the midst of greenery. The revealing of the location 
solely depends on the story I choose to tell, this being in case my audience considers me a 
truthful source. Boarders. In-between what lines do you situate yourself? Do you feel connected, 
or rather trapped by the imaginary?

Stories are taken from their own environments; made abstract; flattened. One travels and once 
homewards stories are told. Once in a forest, afterwards in my thoughts and now brought back to 
life by addressing you.

https://www.facebook.com/Museu-de-Arqueologia-e-Etnologia-da-UFBA-245887775483407/?ref=stream


BLACK SPHERE

A black sphere, is lying in front of me. In the dark and shiny surface of this object one can see 
one’s own reflection. A fluid is intrinsic to this shape; kind of like the earth. A distorted view on the 
outside and inside nothing but answers. A black sphere, is lying in front of me; an unknown object 
at the airport security; a fluid intrinsic to its shape and nothing but questions, little did they know 
this thing is used to traveling.

“The word thing stems from ‘ting’, how nordic cultures addressed tribal gatherings, held to deal 
with common concerns  corresponding to the roman notion of ‘res publica’." A thing cannot be 
seen without its effect on the outer world it seems.

In this way Jan Verwoert talks about ‘magic’, with magic being the activator in-between a thing 
and its outside/public. As there is a devil inside a thing and this devil apparently wants to speak to 
the devils outside. The devils inside the things I encounter often trigger the islands in the far 
outside.

I like to stroke information, touch subjects briefly and misplace the information handed to me. I 
mentioned to you Jan Verwoert and his writings about Magic. From this I want to jump towards 
another form of magic, which is the magic eight ball. This is a gadget with an origin west of the big 
blue. It is a chance based mechanism. Yes. No. Try again later. Is it the devil inside which 
answers these questions?

However, more then a gadget, this object is my guide. ‘As the boat reaches my destination do I 
feel like an adventurer?’ This was the very first question I asked. ‘Are you certain?’ was the very 
last one. In between, an expedition takes place. North Sentinel, a place of danger to many, and 
off limits to all. Labelled as not yet touched by men and under custody of India, yet an un-
contacted tribe inhabits this piece of land. 

An armchair exploration is constructed towards this place without truths. No traces are left. 
Starting from shore, chronologically, with the pace of the answers one moves slowly into the 
jungle. Can a fictional tale be presented and break the myth of an Island. Perhaps fictional 
intrusion can be utilized to prevent this action in reality. With the intertwining of dream and 
criticality an alternative for the actual act of traveling is offered.

‘A conversation piece about the Magic that is the Island of North Sentinel located in the beauty 
that is the Bay of Bengal’ is to be read on the dark blue cover. Inside, nothing but questions. An 
exploration takes place; you are explored. 

Triangular is the shape in which the answers appears in this guiding gadget. Answers floating; a 
dark blue died alcohol; bubbles when shaken. Circular is the shape of the object itself. A never 
ending formation; a never ending line. 

Time. A glimpse into prehistory is what people tend to say about the island. The only thing 
separating them from stone agers are the tips of their arrows; which are constructed from a 
shipwreck washed on shore.

        
If ships arrive at their shore and planes pollute their sky and they are being watched, how can 
timeless be used to describe them? Neither timeless nor fantastic. Truth be told, nothing much 
seems to happen of interest. Someone once asked me about this island and about thé fantastic; 
as disappointing as it might sound, this island seems to escape the ‘fantastic’ as it has a simple 
daily rhythm; with the pace of the nature, which dictates the landscape.

I once dreamt of walking around the shores and I did. A walk took place through a screen on a 
pressed down air photograph; a photograph became an object, which you can imagine to walk 
upon. under your feet you would see stretched versions of trees photographed from the air; 
distorted and only recognizable due to the color of green. Blue is the other occurring color in this 
empty landscape. Slightly bended, in often pointy ways, according to the supposed hills of the 
island. 

I once wanted to broaden my horizon (of this island); my badly folded horizon that is. A print 
screen from a google earth image, as a result of looking for the perfect horizon. And yes 
recreating the landscape; however I like to play a game. I think of horizon as a photograph or as 
an object, with this perfect line. Then I dream of folding a piece of paper on this exact line and 
recreating a 3D landscape. Water/land placed flat in front of me and then an angle of 90 degrees; 
above this only sky.

I like to stroke nature, touch landscapes briefly and misplace the presented viewing point. I 
mentioned to you the game-like landscape; provided to me by my screen and the curvy 
landscape I witnessed when walking around the island. I want to fold the landscape again. I want 
to badly fold an horizon and then hide its context from you. A new landscape presents itself; 
surreal folded in an angle of 90 degrees: a piece of land lifted in the air. Does this change make 
the island loose its context? Does appropriation top geography and its context, or are borders 
really that powerful?

Also through my screen, the first encounter with this piece of land, not larger than Manhattan, 
took place. Together came the gossips. It was a young american man posting videos on youtube 
in order to inform the world about ‘stuff they don’t want you to know’. He was situated in a room 
and a skeleton was present as well, maps where to be found on his walls and he himself was 
wearing a Nasa t-shirt. More than who they are, I wonder who he is.

But who am I? The I in the jungle that is. Do you become one with this person when getting lost in 
the jungle or do you remain critical and keep a distance? I would like to introduce myself to you as 
a storyteller and you are the judge; you choose what to believe. 

Let us travel together and hereby not travel at all; let us take gossip and truth and intertwine them 
into a world where the ‘here’ and the ‘there’ collide. The pointlessness of it all aspires to create a 
bringing-together of dream and criticality.



SKY EARTH GAZE

I’d like to read to you, but more than that I’d like to listen to you. I want to retell others what you 
told me and recreate the places where you have been in other peoples imagination. You are 
everywhere and you are a traveller.

People tend to tell me rather strange tales, often concerning objects or islands or neither or both. I 
choose to believe them, not out of naiveté, more because i want to believe them, I want the world 
to be a strange place. Sometimes i search for validation; for information concerning other rather 
strange happenings or for scientific proof. One isn’t better than the other. 

I once searched for an explanation and only received more confusion. A feather once appeared in 
the sky to me, or was it a cloud, or both? What started as an act of curiosity ended in a delay. It 
was on my way to the red underground temple of the buddhist community on an island near to us. 
From a vertical position at the end of the road towards a horizontal position right above my point 
of vision. It had a rather large shape and an element of brightness was present. Even so that it 
was difficult for my camera not to suffer from a white out when documenting this particular event 
in time. For about a timeframe of exactly 10 minutes this feather moved without losing shape or 
sharpness, and revealed itself as a massive encounter in the sky.

White out. An event I first witnessed, as documented by Geert Goiris; an event closely related to 
the poles of our earth. He travels to encounter, he has an ending point to the story; I only have a 
process and an ever-changing result. Clues as reality, rather then a fixed story. In that regard, I 
often think of certain types of oral culture when telling tales.

As they pledge for blue sky thinking in their manifesto, the cloud appreciation society revealed a 
simple truth to me. It happened one year ago in Arizona when a feather appeared in the sky. This 
event however, must not be mistaken with another feather anecdote coming from the state of 
Arizona, the latter one being the less glorious one. But let us not focus on tales about mistaken 
identities, or mistaken feather identities in the latter case. 

From Kansas with appreciation to the temple. A road never travelled by me; yet told by me. 
Serendipity, a fortunate chance or accident dictates this tale. Serendipity creates connections 
between the here and the there; the touchable and the untouchable. Kansas, a place I have never 
been, yet Kansas found its way. Bear Island, a place I’v never been either. Both places came to 
me; without me returning the favor. I am a constant traveller; without transporting myself. 
Connections; everything always seem to be connected; one place leads to another and an object 
leads to an island.

But let me not loose track for somewhere in between the north pole and my imagination there is a 
dinner party I would like to tell you about. A place which is branded with an ever-changing 
population of eight was its location and a certain chef my entry point to this tale. The land of the 
bear, or Bear Island to be more specific, located in between Svalbard and the outermost northern 
point of Norway’s mainland. An island with an ever-changing population of eight, due to the 
presence of a weather station. Her job as a chef brought her to such a place, but perhaps i’ll tell 
you more about this character later.

A question presented itself as did an appearance in the sky. Do I mainly focus on the ground 
when walking? Sky gazing might be a fact. Staring at the odd white balloons; normality for her 
and like a dream to me. Helium or hydrogen inserted. An object on an island to conduct 
measurements to inform others.

A weather balloon, another appearance in sky, viewed on a photograph. I hide my documentation 
of a feather in the sky, while giving you the story. She tells the tale and used her ‘evidence’, as 
she showed me a photo, printed in a book. These two circumstances might seem to be different, 
however there is no difference at all. Both situations are similar. There is no hierarchy. It is still me 
hiding the witnessed event from you. The book is equally magical as the feather in the sky, or was 
it a cloud, or both?

There was a woman once and there was an object and there was a story. The object was a book; 
a documentation of a period of 6 months of her daily life, in where nothing much seemed to 
happen; just like nothing ever happens in the end. Images of a flat white landscape and white 
balloons in the sky and still not much seemed to happen.

I often linger towards the appropriation of objects; subtle appropriations, which can get 
overlooked. I once had a simple instrument engraved. The engravings where small and easily 
forgotten. Unnoticed details, adding meaning or confusion, only for those who happen to stumble 
upon them.

Triangular is the shape of another rather simple instrument used in early depictions as a call for 
dinner. Subject of joke for the non-expert, but highly valued by the expert. Let us raise the glass 
and be eaten together, is to be read on the sides of this instrument. With pleasure. With pleasure I 
will tell you later about another simple instrument, and how I witnessed this shell or trumpet or 
both at first in a jungle. Their is a second moment of encounter with this instrument. It was a shell 
I saw i a red underground temple of an island very near to us. 

Now I just want to ask you a question? do you feel a difference in perspectives is what I want to 
ask you. Between the ‘I’ here, writing directly to you, and the storyteller. I want you to feel a 
difference. I can tell you for example that this previously mentioned chef wasn’t very concerned 
with nature and conservation. The storyteller would never tell you such a thing because i don not 
want to push you in any direction, you can choose to like or dislike any person. 

It’s in that sense a bit like skaz, this storytelling. A Russian literary form of oral culture with a 
distinct difference in intentionality between narrator and writer/ artist. Honestly, this is a lot like 
skaz with its rhythm and perhaps its musicality. Besides a distance in-between the narrator and 
the ‘I’, there is a distance in between the ‘I’ and the ‘you’ created by your personal history.

There exists a love affair with accidental encounters in nature, which seem unbelievable. People 
tend to tell me rather strange tales; as does nature; sometimes I wonder whether i think nature is 
a truthful source.



BLACK MIRROR

I recall the time I went gardening. This event itself took place in the context of a self-sustainable 
garden, located in the most notorious forest of all. Here there was a man named Castle and a 
castle in the sky as well. As an intruder I came to remove intrusion. That was the task given to 
me. It was in this previously mentioned garden, in this previously mentioned notorious forest. My 
function was one of a double nature. On one side the indigenous species needed protection. On 
the other side the removal of the invasive species was a must. 

In this manner another story starts, in where I share with you the short history me and a man 
named Castle share, and about his actions which obtain a symbolic value. Antropofagia; as the 
non-expert I only encountered this concept lately. Antropofagia; how to deal with intrusion and all I 
can think about is my function of a double nature.

Conch. An instrument and a kind of sea snail, which naturally does not occur anywhere around 
this forest; yet here it was, a man named Castle was bound to a rather odd ritual. So it seems a 
certain ritual was bound to their act of sharing a meal. At set time periods, it was Mr. Castle 
himself whom would engage himself in a curious act. As he would climb to the highest of all 
castles in the sky and utilize a rather large white shell as an instrument, all of us gardeners would 
gather for the communal dinner. 

Conch, a name which finds its origin in the Bengal region and a name i first encountered in the 
jungle. ‘Conch’ comes from the Portuguese misinterpretation of ‘Sonka’, and ‘Sonka' is the 
original naming of a large kind of sea snail in the Bengal region. What once was a creature from 
the sea, now functions as a creator of sound. 

Over the sea. From California to Rwanda; a journey I directed trough mail with eBay as a 
participant. A shell was ordered to function as an attribute. Rwanda was the shipping address and 
it all started in California and nothing ever happened. An email, consisting out of no more then 
one line, informed me this journey wasn’t meant to happen. It seems there was a problem with 
the payment; a fact i’d rather not tell. I’d rather have you make up your own reasons why this shell 
has no business to travel at all.

An instrument has been given a symbolic value and a black mirror presents itself; in the shiny 
surface one can see one’s own reflection. A struggle is intrinsic to this shape; to hide or reveal a 
bigger context. The bigger context concerns a man I named Castle which was an attempt to get 
closer to the subject matter. And whom better to be this character then a friend, experiencing the 
jungle for the first time.

A misplacement of the story was meant to happen and all of a sudden nothing happened at all. As 
he found himself in the jungle of Rwanda, eBay informed not to send my attribute to this different 
continent. A print screen of the ordered item, as the only evidence of this narration. Framed and 
hidden away behind a black and shiny surface. The content is for you to guess and for me to 
reveal.

     
Not only did I seek this continent located westwards. The continent, and Brazil to be specific, 
returned the favor. Someone once told me they never had grammar in Brazil, but let’s forget 
about grammar. This same person told me they neither had old plants in Brazil. So it seems 
inevitable to share another anecdote with you; as I find myself in the possession of a rather 
curious item. This item came to me under the disguise of a gift.

Hymenoea Courbaril. An object saved from a state of neglection and an area of poison. ‘Rio De 
Janeiro' is to be read on the label. Someone once told me they never had old plants in Brazil. 
Hymenoea Courbaril, this semi see trough paste is being produced by a specific kind of trees. for 
ever young that is what happens to those trapped in this substance. The insects captured in it 
remain conserved for ever and ever and ever. According to the Invasive Species Database this 
particular plant is everything but an invader in Brazil. 

Not only did I seek this continent located westwards; the black mirror seeked it as well. A print 
screen as evidence of an attempted travel, and now this photograph travels itself. It was in the 
Museu de Arqueologia e Etnologia da UFBA, Salvador, where the director told me about a rather 
strange event concerning the water cistern, dictating the courtyard of the museum. The item itself 
was put on display; mirroring the plants from the garden. A hidden shell; brought back to life in a 
new tale.

Elements. Heat makes tape melt and glass crashes to the ground revealing a bright pink color 
and smoke forms into a tornado like shape. A print screen, from a shell from California; a score 
send by email to Rwanda; framed. Hidden by black glass and an unknown object at the airport 
security. Little did I know the instructed travel would never take place and little did I know, by 
writing the word ‘Tornado’, a crash would take place.

There have always been gossips. People didn’t stay overnight in the building due to the presence 
of an old ‘Faculty of Medicine’ and their past autopsies. He told me about his skepticism towards 
this behavior and about how he lost this same skepticism, after witnessing a formation of smoke 
vanishing in the water cistern. It was a ritual, to cleanse the building with incense, which caused 
this ‘happening’. Smoke captured in-between the walls of the courtyard; slowly filling the place; 
until he saw what he called a ‘tornado’.

There will always be gossips and let us be happy because of this. Let us travel together in these 
gossips and hereby not travel at all. Let us take comfort in fiction and leave reality alone. I was 
speaking the truth when I told you I do not care for fiction though; it is when reality becomes 
unbelievable, where my perception of ‘fiction’ starts.

Words, used to hint towards what someone told me; to give clues. A riddle is mostly the end 
result, and at the same time this riddle never has a definite ending. Sometimes a reading takes 
place; afterwards you are the continuation. I would like to read to you; even more, I want you to 
retell to others what I told you, and recreate the places, I described to you, in other peoples 
imagination. You are everywhere and you are a storyteller. 

https://www.facebook.com/Museu-de-Arqueologia-e-Etnologia-da-UFBA-245887775483407/?ref=stream
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